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The CLOSELY GUARDED 6 Step 
System FOR GLAZIERS That 

Bring In More Profits Without 
Hiring Extra Tradies in 30 Days 

Flat



LET’S DIVE IN...



Google Is The #1 Website In The World



Google Is The #1 Website In The World

Google is the #1 place your prospects turn to 
find you.

In Australia, there are over 250,000 searches 
every single month for Glaziers.

These are prospects have VERY HIGH INTENT 
and are in “A HUNT MODE” looking for you.

This is a massive market to tap into.

Done right, this is a massive opportunity for you to 
to take advantage of.

What you are about to see in the following pages is 
the INSIDE SECRET SYSTEM that we use to get  
Glazier businesses exploding with enquires and 
sales.

Let’s get started.



THIS IS THE EXACT 6 STEP GOOGLE 
ADS PROCESS USED TO FLOOD 
GLAZIER BUSINESSES WITH A 

TSUNAMI OF ENQUIRIES AND SALES.

SO PAY ATTENTION.



STRATEGY #1



Know your 
exact 

numbers 

Break Even Max Cost Per Click 
(CPC)

Break Even Return On Ad Spend 
(ROAS)

Break Even Cost Per Conversion

True Cost Per Conversion

Profit based figures



STRATEGY #2



Spy and 
Steal From 
your
competition 
Use and improve what’s already 
working for them in their ads. 

#
#
#
#


01    |    Use Google to find competitors ads

02    |    Have a look at what ads they are putting up

03    |    Improve them and use them as your own 

04    |    Then use online tools like SEMRush to get even more intel on and improve

#
#
#
#


STRATEGY #3



Get Inside Your 
Buyers Psyche 
And Drag Them 
To Your Offer
Be super specific and only 
showing ads that appeal to them.



01    |    Avoid “all for one” ad groups
02    |    This attracts unwanted leads and wastes bucketloads of money
03    |    Instead, have an Ad Group for every category you sell
04    |    This guarantees that the right ads are shown to the right peoples stops massive ad wastage
05    |    E.g instead of ads just for “glass replacement”
06    |    Have: “glass replacement for windows”



STRATEGY #4



Save Bucketloads 
Of Time And 
Money By 
Rejecting Time 
Wasters And Tyre 
kickers.



03    |    Rule is to have Minimum 1 negative to every positive keyword

01    |    Just like there are terms you want to rank for, there are also terms you don’t want to rank for.

05    |    This is a MASSIVE step to save costs and increase performance

04    |    Stay current with regular review of negative keywords

02    |    These are called NEGATIVE KEYWORDS



STRATEGY #5



Write Ad Copy 
that make 
people jump 
off a cliff to 
get to you



02    |    Include targeted keywords in the actual ad to increase relevance

03    |    Use all available ad extensions - lots of businesses miss this!

04    |    Increase relevance of landing page by using the same search terms on the page

05    |    Get Quality Score of at least 7 (by doing above)

01    |    Put up ads that stand out from the competition by using powerful language



STRATEGY #6



Focus on 
increasing your 
Ad Rank

(not your 
spending)



01    |    Improve Ad Rank - This is Google’s score to rank the ads

02    |    This is calculated by: Max CPC  X  Quality Score

03    |    This Improves Quality Score and decrease Max CPC

04    |    This immediately decreases your cost of advertising

05    |    As a result, you will dramatically improve your returns



Don’t Want The Headaches Of Managing Your Own Google Ads Account?

BOOK IN YOUR GOOGLE ADS AUDIT AND 
STRATEGY SESSION.

WARNING: This is for serious Glaziers only. Glaziers who are looking to land the big money jobs on a regular basis, not just 
the broken windows and doors. And we are not in the business of creating conflicts of interest. For this reason, we only 
take on ONE SERIOUS GLAZIER PER AREA. We will be helping them absolutely own that area with the enquiries, 
tradies and the big jobs that they are really looking to get. To do all this they must be willing to spend at least $750 per 

month on Google Ads. If any of that creeps you out, then we are not a good fit and that’s totally ok.

In the other hand, if you are excited by all that and want to take your business to the next level bursting with the big money 
jobs and you are willing to do whatever it takes to do that, then you should...

BOOK YOUR FREE STRATEGY SESSION NOW

https://calendly.com/chaz-robusq/roadmap-for-glaziers
https://calendly.com/chaz-robusq/roadmap-for-glaziers

